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Benjamin Sheen (UK) 
Performs With Home-Grown 

Sand Artist Lawrence Koh
By suzanne lau

Art & music come alive: 
photos: (above): one of the 
sights during the concert

(left): British organist 
Benjamin sheen

Jerry Westenkuehler 
in Singapore

what would it be like to listen to live organ music 
while watching sand art?

The audience was treated to this rare performance 
which paired aural and visual aspects on 24 July 2015 
at the Victoria concert hall (Vch). This programme 
is part of the Vch Organ series with support from 
singapore agO. 

art came alive as young British organist Benjamin 
sheen played mussorgsky’s pictures at an exhibition, 
with home-grown sand artist lawrence Koh drawing 
the individual scenes on an illuminated canvas which 
was projected on a side screen. sheen’s expression of 
the piece coupled with sand art by Koh was definitely a 
feast to both the ears and the eyes.

By dr evelyn lim & suzanne lau

for christians, music is truly a big part of liturgy and 
the worship service, and a large portion of it is occurs 
in congregational singing. dr Jerry westenkuehler, 
an american organist/composer who specialises 
in hymn improvisations, shares that it is the great 
responsibility of organists to encourage the laity 
to participate in the worship. Organists can make 
hymn introductions and postludes more exciting, 
and this is where hymn improvisation comes in. 

when asked if he had any tips for pianists who 
wish to learn organ improvisation quickly, dr 
westenkuehler says that there are no ‘quick fixes’. 
instead, he advises that organists to start by “trying 
new things and modelling composers”. 

dr westenkuehler will perform a recital and present 
hymn improvisation workshops on 6-7 October at 
singapore Bible college.

A specialist in hymn 
improvisations: dr 
Jerry westenkuehler 
will be in singapore 
this 6 - 7 October 2015  
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dear friends,

Time seems to roll at an ever-increasing rate. easter is long past, and the busy period leading to christmas 
and the New Year are soon upon us. 

whether we are professional musicians or amateurs in a volunteer capacity, we may find ourselves losing 
steam from the constant demands of our vocations. in times like these, it is important to step back and 
remember once again, what drew us to the organ, and to enjoy the experience of listening (or playing). 

Organ activity in singapore has stepped up a notch since the re-opening of the Victoria concert hall.  These 
events, as well as others organized by the chapter, are good opportunities for our musical refreshment. 

as a participant or supporter, let us collectively continue to promote the cause of organ music to our 
friends and society at large, and in doing so, share the enriching and uplifting experience that organ music 
brings. 

with every good wish, 
dr evelyn lim
dean 2014-2016

Message from The Dean

SG50 Organ Works Commissioned
By dr evelyn lim & suzanne lau

in a recent issue of pipe echoes, plans were reported 
for local organ works to be commissioned in 
conjunction with singapore’s jubilee celebrations.

here’s a follow up with phoon Yu, 25, a local 
composer and a member of the singapore agO, 
who wrote organ solos on two folksongs: ‘lenggang 
Kangkung’ and ‘singapura, O singapura’. Both works 
were premiered by him at the Vch Organ series on 
17 august 2015.

when asked why he chose the two songs, he shared 
that ‘lenggang Kangkung’ was worth exploring as 
the work itself was short and also uncommon. as 
for ‘singapura, O singapura’, phoon Yu says that this 
revised version is more energetic than his previous 
‘more contemplative’ take. 

so what’s next for phoon Yu after this project? 

Organists dedicating their craft to our nation’s jubilee: 
phoon Yu (right) with alexia Tye; pose for a photo outside the 
Victoria concert hall

phoon who recently graduated from the Yong siew Toh conservatory of music in singapore, is now at the 
peabody institute of the John hopkins university in the usa to pursue a two-year, master of music programme 
in Organ performance. while pursuing his studies, he will work on various compositions which involve the 
orchestra and the saxophone.
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On July 26th- 8th august 2015, six chapter members went to 
an organ academy at the hochschule für musik und Theatre 
in leipzig, germany. They participated in various classes 
ranging from the music of the North germans, Bach, the 
german romantics and the french symphonists. The concerts 
and masterclasses were presented by renowned organists and 
teachers from europe and the usa.

Koh Jia hwei’s one-liner about her experience: “stunning 
organs and music, hearty fare and excellent company!”

Ong su ling’s thoughts: “i thank god for the opportunity 
and privilege to play and experience the wonderful sounds at 
the organ at st georgenkirche, rotha, which is one of the last 
remaining, nearly-all-original silbermann organs.”

Singapore AGO Members in Leipzig
By Ng chet wei

One For The Album: [left to right] Ong su ling, Ng chet 
wei, dutch Organist pieter van dijk and Koh Jia hwei

Memories captured from 
the organ academy: 
[left] One of the last 
remaining nearly-all-
original sibermann organs

[right] some of singapore 
agO delegation at the 
grosser saal, hochschule 
für musik und Theatre (l-
r): chet wei, phoon Yu, su 
ling, Xiaoting & loraine

Pipe Works 2015 featuring Graham Barber (UK)
By suzanne lau

Taster of organ music from three different musical periods: 
dr graham Barber at the organ

28 april 2015 marks the last concert in the 
pipe works series, as the Orchard road 
presbyterian church which houses the Jw 
walker (1962) organ, goes under renovation 
for the next couple of years. 

The last concert featured dr graham Barber 
(uK), who presented organ works by Bach, 
reger and whitlock. 

dr Barber’s programme line up for the evening 
was refreshing as it gave the audience a taster of 
organ music from the different music periods.
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Look Forward To 2015/16!
Hymn Improvisation Recital /Workshops
         - Jerry westenkuehler (usa), singapore Bible college 
           (6 - 7 October 2015)

VCH Organ Series
         - dong il-shin (Korea), Victoria concert hall 
           (1 february 2016)

Seasons’ Pipings 2016
         - To Be confirmed
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Seasons’ Pipings 2015: Lent

On 11 march 2015, members of the singapore 
agO presented a lenten edition of seasons’ 
pipings. held at Kampong Kapor methodist 
church, it was a great evening of instrumental, 
organ and vocal music for lent, as well as 
reflective readings. 

One of the special guest players that evening 
was oboist mr Joost flach, head of winds for 
Nanyang academy of fine arts.

here are some moments captured from the 
evening:

By suzanne lau

Seasons’ Pipings 2015: 
an evening of lenten 
music, presented by 
members of the singapore 
agO: guest player mr 
Joost flach on the oboe 
is seen on the bottom left, 
who is accompanied by 
Yap wai hoong [organ], 
assisted by Joanna paul


